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Manufacturing is the measurement of a country’s comprehensive power and is an
important symbol of economic growth in the world, and plays a role of engine. However,
China’s overall development level of manufacturing enterprises, which is not good enough,
therefore, how to proceed process improvement based on lean management, which will
accord with the development of globalization, then it is a problem and is worth researching.
By the compared analysis between lean production mode which is made by Toyota Motor
Corporation and process re-improvement, there are many similar within the two theories, and
there is prodigious complementarity in the two kinds of methods, thus, it can completely use
the ideas and methods of lean production management to perform the process improvement.
For the manufacturing enterprise’s current situation and shortcoming, and based on the
consideration of improvement cost saving the paper introduces the lean management
application for process improvement and fix a most optimized possible solution. On the basis
of the deep research on theory and practice, the paper makes the design research by using
lean management to implement process improvement, and makes detailed explanation for
implementation steps and enterprise’s adjustment which should be done. By choosing a
household electrical appliance manufacturing enterprise A company, practically apply the
lean management ideas and methods, re-design and make the lean for its core
process-production process, and instructs the feasibility and advantage of lean.Finally, the
paper expects and put forward the thought with practice verification of lean improvement for
production process of other various manufacturing enterprises and further research.
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